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Transform Your Ideas Into Reality

Transform thoughts, sketches, and your next big thing into reality with Product 
Roadmap Pro, the leading strategic product planning software. 

Going from an idea to a fully realized product is often riddled with challenges. Siloed 
teams, scattered information, and insufficient tracking tools can drain your 
excitement and dim your vision. But it is possible to facilitate a cohesive workflow 
that builds momentum and keeps everyone motivated.

Optimize Your Product Development Process 

Leveraging the Lean principles of the Lean Focus Business System™, Product Roadmap Pro delivers strategic 
planning and precise monitoring in every phase of product development. It’s the ultimate tool for turning 

visionary ideas into market-ready products. 

Enhanced Transparency 

Replace disjointed systems with a centralized 
platform to foster clear communication and 

shared understanding. 

Agility and Adaptability

Keep your roadmap flexible to accommodate 
changes quickly so your strategy remains 

aligned with market demands. 

The Foundation of Your Success 

While many apps claim to streamline your workflow, Product Roadmap Pro stands out with 
its unique integration of the Lean Focus Business System™ (LBS™). Trusted by world-class 
companies, including those in the Fortune 1000, LBS™ consistently delivers proven results.
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Strategic Integration 

Transform scattered 
thoughts into structured, 

strategic actions. 



Product Roadmap Pro is part of Lean Focus ToolSuite™. Each application is specifically designed with 
Lean principles to help you quickly deploy the LBS™ tools and get the results you need. 
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Let’s Get Started
VISIT LEANFOCUS.COM Schedule a Demo at info@leanfocus.com

Everything in One Place 

The Product Roadmap Pro app features an 
intuitive visual interface that consolidates 
scattered documents into a unified platform. 

Smart Roadmaps 

Automatically update roadmaps to reflect real-time changes 
for up-to-date insights into your strategic plans. 

Idea Canvas  

Visualize and refine early-stage ideas on customizable canvases 
to smoothly transition them into actionable roadmaps.

Automated Analytics

Effortlessly track performance with analytics tools for 
data-driven decision making. 

Four Product Canvases

One 5-Year Roadmap


